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(Standard English Spelling)

9-11 TRUTH LINKS COMPENDIUM
This compendium serves both as an introduction to the subject, and as a source of additional references for those already familiar with the 9/11 Truth Movement. If you know of any links worthy of inclusion, please let us know by e-mail. If they meet the criteria, they will be added.

E-mail to: 911link(at)democracydefined.org Replace (at) with @

Did I hear someone say collapse? Collapse is a gravity-induced vertical fall. What you see here is called an explosion...

The kerosene jetfuel had long since been consumed and only rugs, curtains and desks were burning. What look like matchsticks from this distance are steel beams weighing thousands of pounds being hurled horizontally for literally hundreds of feet. Only explosives could impart this lateral energy. Let us remember that there were people pulverised in this pre-planned demolition.
UNFORESEEN CONSEQUENCES.
It is worth pointing out to people that there is much to fear that will follow if the conspirators are allowed to get away with their crime. The recalcitrance of the owned and controlled media to report truthfully on this dark episode of our (Western) history means that good citizens who pursue truth and justice realise that it is their duty to inform others. Feel free to forward this Compendium to media, local and national, and to everyone you know.

To be well informed, we would say that the knowledge given in the material listed is indispensable. It is rivetting viewing. If you have not already done so, watching these video documentaries is easy -- all you do is click on the links provided. Your computer does the rest for you. When you're on Google Video, to see it full-screen, click the little square symbol (with four tiny triangles inside it) at the bottom right-hand corner of the 'viewing screen'.

1. **Professor David Ray Griffin.** University lecturer. You will find an acute intellect investigating 9-11: watch the Copenhagen lecture by Professor Griffin on Google Video, and then refer to his list (below-mentioned).

   ![Professor David Ray Griffin](http://video.google.co.uk/videoplay?docid=6280545693286773394&q=david+griffin+copenhagen)

   http://video.google.co.uk/videoplay?docid=6280545693286773394&q=david+griffin+copenhagen

2. The official conspiracy to conceal the truth is exposed by Professor Griffin’s list of the **9-11 Commission’s 100 Lies and Omissions**. All those who wish to acquire an understanding of what happened on that fateful day must start here. Click here for the list: [http://www.democracydefined.org/Professor_Griffin_List.doc](http://www.democracydefined.org/Professor_Griffin_List.doc)

3. **Debunking 9/11 Debunking: An Answer to Popular Mechanics and Other Defenders of the Official Conspiracy Theory.** ISBN 978-1566566865. This is a crucial book which utterly destroys all of the government’s efforts to defend its case. It annihilates the conspiratorial official version. It confirms that science and reason are all on the side of the Truth Movement. His book is meticulously referenced and scholarly, but remains easy to read.
4. The most recent addition to the 9/11 Truth Links Compendium:

The website of Richard Gage, AIA, Architects & Engineers for 9/11 Truth.

Why are architects and engineers re-examining the WTC Collapses? The years since the 11th of September, 2001, have given time for people to emerge from the trance caused by the shocks of the attacks, and rationally evaluate the evidence.

Listen to Richard Gage’s fascinating lecture from the expert architect’s viewpoint, about the machinations required to have brought about the controlled demolition of the three skyscrapers of the World Trade Center.

Architects, engineers, and everyone else! -- go to www.AE911Truth.org and sign the online petition for an independent investigation.

5. 9-11 Mysteries. This is one of the very best documentaries -- not only from the point of view of the professionalism with which it was put together, but also the contents...it shows the evidence of controlled demolition to be irrefutable. It confirms that the steel structured buildings were of the highest integrity and not at fault. Endorsed by nuclear scientist and physics' Professor Steven Jones, et al.

Fig.1
Demolition engineers at work – note diagonal angle of explosive cutting charge.

‘Squibs’ — a neat row of cutter charges exploding, before dust obscures progressive demolition.

‘Cut’ metal beams at base of WTC. Note the steel edge was melted, denoting the use of thermate steel-cutting demolition explosive. Compare diagonal angle in Fig 1.
9-11 Mysteries.
Support the 911 We Know Website Campaign by purchasing the DVD: http://www.911weknow.com/
The 9-11 Mysteries video is also viewable for free here: http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=-869692986883500148#docid=5816610253571876313

6. The Patriots Question 9-11 website lists hundreds of government, military, CIA, FBI and qualified professionals and academics joining the Truth Movement. These people all have persuasive points expressed in their statements. Families of the deceased have added to this call for a first proper technical investigation under a U.S. State Attorney General with powers to sub poena everyone it requires (save, I believe, the president) and take sworn testimony.

A Selection of Patriots for 9-11 Truth.
2. Senator Max Cleland
4. Raymond L. McGovern – Former Chairman, National Intelligence Estimates, CIA, responsible for preparing the President’ Daily Brief (PDB) for Ronald Reagan
5. Major General Albert Stubblebine, U.S. Army (ret)
6. Congresswoman Cynthia McKinney
8. Paul Craig Roberts, PhD – Assistant Secretary of the U.S. Treasury under Ronald Reagan
Visit the website to see hundreds more patriots and families of the deceased who seek 911 Truth.
http://www.patriotsquestion911.com/
7. Terror Storm.
Everyone should learn about the real source of the London bombings, so, watch the following documentary, which includes interviews with retired Presidential Adviser and CIA Analyst, Ray McGovern, former MI5 officer, David Shayler, ex-Cabinet Minister & British M.P., Michael Meacher, Physics Professor Steven Jones, former Chief Economist for the Dept. of Labour, Professor Morgan Reynolds, et al.

http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=-5948263607579389947&ei=Ace6SLP3H5nu2AKU6q3kDA&q=terror+storm

Also visit Alex Jones’s website www.Prisonplanet.com which is a source of well-researched factual and documented information generally censored out of the owned and controlled mass media.

www.prisonplanet.com

8. Pilots for 9-11 Truth is a compilation of evidence from another point of view. Fascinating refutation which exposes and confronts fabrications by the government 9/11 'Investigative' board.

Regarding the contorted flight around the Pentagon avoiding top brass and striking a target of apparently low value to any Israel and West-hating 'Arab terrorists': if 9-11 were the work of a select but rather numerous band of insiders, consider the sheer amount of moolah required to set up and pay off. A Chief Insider: "We better get the taxpayer to pay."

Bearing in mind the Latin maxim "He did the deed who profited by it," if the information given on the Pilots for 911 Truth.org website is correct (and it shows congressional committee hearings) then the choice of Pentagon target is explained...

Shown in the professional (civil & Air Force) pilots’ video, American Flight 77: Pandora’s Black Box, Donald Rumsfeld officially admitted on the 10th of September, 2001, that $2.3 trillion of taxpayers’ money allotted to the Pentagon and Defence Department had disappeared and gone unaccounted for. This was being investigated by congressional bodies (Bravo, Congresswoman Cynthia McKinney). The investigative papers and evidence which related to the embezzlement were stored in the newly rebuilt part of the Pentagon and were all destroyed by the missile and fire on 9/11. There can be no proper investigation now that the evidence has been destroyed. Visit their site, and view the video here: http://video.google.co.uk/videoplay?docid=-8672066571196607580&ei=bg28SKK_D4ql2wL8sDuDA&q=pandoras+box+chapter+two&hl=en

http://www.pilotsfor911truth.org/
9. America: Freedom to Fascism. To be au courant with political issues that are perhaps at or nearing the crux, I would add that Aaron Russo’s America: Freedom to Fascism is essential. It is now watchable on Google.

http://video.google.co.uk/videoplay?docid=-1656880303867390173

There is much else of political importance and grave implications in Russo's video, but, because the logic and morality apply also to all the Western countries and economies, you will be fascinated to see the ruling of the U.S. supreme court, that income tax is not legally applicable!

In summation, the ruling goes like this: in the performing of a job, one divests oneself of one’s labour or expertise. Remuneration for that which has been divested is equal and fair exchange for that service: one has made no net gain (i.e. $0). So, tax of say 35% on $0 income = $0.

By contrast, the court points out that ‘income’ is realisable and therefore definable, for example, on goods sold for profit.

Also see the late Aaron Russo’s website and join up: www.freedomtofascism.com

10. In 2000, Nick Rockefeller confided to Aaron Russo that there was going to be a new Pearl Harbour type incident which would give a pretext for launching a war in Afghanistan and Iraq. This reinforces John Perkins’s statements (in the video listed later on). See the interview by the Conscious Media Network with Russo:

http://video.google.co.uk/videoplay?docid=-325448777215293198&q=aaron+russo+conscious+media+network+interview

11. Nuclear scientist and Physics Professor Steven Jones interviewed by Alex Jones. The science shows that the destruction of the WTC was a pre-planned controlled demolition:

http://video.google.co.uk/videoplay?docid=-2842384983834100001&q=%22Alex+jones%22+%22steven+jones%22
12. **BBC Timewatch** documentary about government-sponsored terrorism. The BBC reveals that the CIA has authored terrorism for decades. See the interviews with the Italian Secret Service and government officials in the BBC Timewatch programme viewable at the following URLs. *This is the last time the BBC were allowed to report on Western government-sponsored terrorism.*

OPERATION GLADIO. Start with the first segment (link below) and then follow the links.

http://www.wntube.net/play.php?vid=1247

The BBC documentary reinforces the evidence that Mohammed Atta et al were CIA operatives. Atta and others are *professionals* who sowed a false trail from Pakistan to Germany to the U.S.A. They are not "Muslim fanatics." They attracted attention to themselves particularly in Florida and Nevada talking about learning to fly jets. They conspicuously made their presence known together in public places, gambling, drinking, whoring and leaving behind copies of the Koran as they went.

The BBC documented that the other nine named by the U.S. government are actually all alive and well, were not in the U.S. on 9/11, and are today working in Morocco, Saudi Arabia and various parts of the world. The passenger manifests confirm that none of the "Arabs" were aboard any of the flights on 9/11. Mo Atta, who had not seen his family since 1993, called his Dad the day after 9/11 to let him know he was okay. Most considerate.

Terrorists publicly claim responsibility for their attacks in order to maximise their perceived power to do harm and publicise their cause. That is what 'terrorism' is all about. Any terrorist organisation capable of the 9-11 attacks would proudly take responsibility for them...

Osama Bin Laden's only authenticated public statement following 9-11 is not given the publicity it deserves: he denied any responsibility for or participation in 9-11; he disparaged indiscriminate slaughter of innocent civilians as cowardly. We should not forget that he was provided with military aid by the CIA to take up a leadership rôle in the honourable and dangerous fight for freedom from Soviet occupation of Afghanistan. He was not a terrorist.

Consider one who has inside knowledge of these matters. To quote General Leonid Ivashov, Chief of Staff of the Russian armed forces on 9/11/2001, and Department Chief for General affairs in the former Soviet Union's Ministry of Defense:

"Only secret services and their current chiefs – or those retired but still having influence inside the state organizations – have the ability to plan, organize and conduct an operation of such magnitude. Osama bin Laden and "Al Qaeda" cannot be the organizers nor the performers of the September 11 attacks. They do not have the necessary organization, resources or leaders."
13. **Loose Change**. This is the one that inspired the true patriot Charlie Sheen to go public for 9-11 Truth, with worldwide repercussions. He puts to shame those many celebrities and showbusiness personalities who also know the truth about 9-11 but who skulk in the shadows to ‘protect’ their careers. Consider the wisdom of Mark Twain:

“In the beginning of a change the patriot is a scarce man, and brave, and hated and scorned. When his cause succeeds, the timid join him, for then it costs nothing to be a patriot.” Notebook, 1904.

**Loose Change** is watchable on Google.
http://video.google.co.uk/videoplay?docid=7866929448192753501&q=loose+change

14. **9-11 Justice**. The context and content of this video will only be appreciated after having seen the evidence compiled in the documentaries listed herein. The general direction a real 9-11 investigation needs to take is briefly summed up by this poignant 15-minute video:


15. **John Perkins** is a respected retired executive member of the private international banking cartel. He explains his rôle in encouraging loan-taking and premeditatedly creating the indebtedness of third world countries’ governments. He describes the covert practice of ‘eliminating’ politicians who do not cooperate, as standard. He names some of those people assassinated by his associates in the CIA.

See his lecture given at the annual Veterans for Peace National Convention.

Part 1:
http://video.google.co.uk/videoplay?docid=3968544393356669182

Part 2:
http://video.google.co.uk/videoplay?docid=3848716298990404813
Perkins states that 9-11 is the culmination of the activities of the organisation for which he was working. This relates directly to current events.

16. **The Money Masters**. Do you think that politicians run the world? This fascinating documentary reveals that politicians are mere puppets. The money supply of the entire Western world is under the control of a minute and altogether malevolent clique. The cause and cure of all of today’s ills are revealed by this enlightening, excellently researched analysis. Endorsed by economists and academics. If you wish to understand why so much evil is happening in the world, this is essential viewing.

**THE MONEY MASTERS** documentary video is by **Bill Still & Patrick S. J. Carmack**, BBA, JD, who practised corporate law and is a former Administrative Law Judge for the Corporation Commission of the State of Oklahoma; Member of the Bar of the U.S. Supreme Court.

Visit their website for more info and to support the movement by purchasing the DVD.
Or view the documentary for free on Google.
Part One:
[http://video.google.co.uk/videoplay?docid=6076118677860424204](http://video.google.co.uk/videoplay?docid=6076118677860424204)
Part Two:
[http://video.google.co.uk/videoplay?docid=-7336845760512239683](http://video.google.co.uk/videoplay?docid=-7336845760512239683)

17. **In Plane Site**. A first class presentation which confounds the sceptics. This documentary by Dave vonKleist has been broadcast on national television in Australia twice (Network 10) and New Zealand Television 3. It is now watchable for free on Google Video. Demand that your national television stations in the U.S., U.K. and everywhere else broadcast all these truth documentaries.
Ask yourself why you haven’t seen all of this in the mainstream media...?

The recalcitrance of the owned and controlled media to report truthfully on this dark episode of our (Western) history means that good citizens who pursue truth and justice realise that it is their absolute duty to inform others. Feel free to forward this compendium to media, local and national, and everyone you know.

http://www.democracydefined.org/
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